
   
  

  

 

Abstract
Decentralized ﬁnance (DeFi) is an open and global ﬁnancial system built for the internet age. DeFi is a collective
term for ﬁnancial products and services that are accessible to anyone with an internet connection. It is an alternative
to a system that is opaque, tightly controlled, and held together by decades-old infrastructure and processes. It gives
you control and visibility over your money as well as exposure to global markets and alternatives to your local
currency or banking options.
DeFi products open up ﬁnancial services to anyone with an internet connection and they are largely owned and
maintained by their users. With DeFi, the markets are always open and there are no centralized authorities who can
block payments or deny you access to anything. Services that were previously slow and at risk of human error are
automatic and safer as they are presently handled by code and are open to inspection and scrutiny by the general
public. So far tens of billions of dollars worth of crypto has ﬂowed through DeFi applications and this number
continues to grow daily.
An initial DEX offering, or IDO, is a new and exciting type of decentralized and permissionless crowdfunding platform,
which is opening up a new way of fundraising in the crypto space. An IDO refers to a project launching a coin or
token via a decentralized liquidity exchange. This is a type of crypto asset exchange that depends on liquidity pools
where traders can swap tokens, including crypto coins and stablecoins.
IDOs are generally considered a fair way to launch a new cryptocurrency project by avoiding pre-mines, which is an
issuance system that favors project founders over community members. Offering better and immediate liquidity at
every price level due to its mechanics, IDOs are an excellent choice for new projects and startups keen to launch a
token and access immediate funds.
The Ethereum network is plagued with serious problems of scalability, speed and cost such that any new change in
the foreseeable future does not seem to appreciably solve the problem. Serious alternatives are required. While BSC
(Binance Smart Chain) solves some of the concerns, its centralization makes it an odd one in this decentralized space.
There are many emerging alternatives to Ethereum with a nascent ecosystem of Dapps. The most promising amongst
them is the Cardano, with its native token generally known as ADA. It is largely acknowledged that Cardano is a
sleeping giant but close to its awakening epoch. It possesses clear advantages over the Ethereum network and ushers
the best of the third generation blockchain. It has clear advantages in terms of scalability by design, speed and cost.
One of its future-development plans also include building quantum-resistant addresses. This will be a game changer
towards mass adoption of blockchain technology as it will be capable of bringing the technology to the masses by
removing bottlenecks to adoption.
Shootpad is a decentralized, multi-chain IDO platform on the Cardano blockchain that will generate unlimited
wealth for $SHOOT holders. $SHOOT is a reflection utility token that will act as the launchpad hub for powering all
the transactions in the Shootpad ecosystem.

Introduction
Most crypto investors cannot afford to risk investing large portions of their savings in high risk, high growth potential
startups. Low-risk participation frameworks are necessary to enable global crypto investors to participate in capital
funding of high risk startups. By providing an opportunity to people from all walks of life to safely grow their own
capital, we aim to improve the quality of millions of lives while simultaneously enabling a new funding source to
innovation worldwide. It is essential to build a suite of services to attract high-quality startups to join the ecosystem
and be incubated and accelerated in a decentralized, safe, and autonomous environment.

Shootpad is creating an incubation and acceleration platform on the Cardano blockchain that provides solutions to
the problems early-stage ventures face including fundraising. We are creating investment structures that make
participation safe for crypto investors. Our intent is to create a single platform that offers crypto investors an early
stage exposure to crypto startups that are working on the future of everything from ﬁnance and insurance to
healthcare and transportation. Though early stage ventures will always carry high risk, the framework with which
the platform will conduct the fundraising will enable varying levels of downside protection to investors.

Shootpad has been designed with an automated liquidity generation smart contract that will give $SHOOT holders
an opportunity to earn tokens of IDOs being launched on the Shootpad platform by staking $SHOOT. This minimises
the risk of the retail investors and gives them a huge upside potential. They earn these new tokens passively without
risking their capital. All the heavy lifting is done by the Shootpad ecosystem.

We are also building a lot of innovative features in the Shootpad platform to prevent investors from losing their capital.
The platform will have risk management features such as an insurance fund and staggered release of raised capital to
projects when they meet deﬁned milestones. This will ensure that the project owners do not overspend the capital
raised or abandon their projects mid-way.

Our Vision
Shootpad is a decentralized accelerator and incubation platform connecting early stage innovators and projects with
our community of investors. We will provide $SHOOT holders early access and guaranteed allocation to seed rounds,
presales and private sales of projects incubated and accelerated on the Shootpad platform.

Our primary goal is to make investing in DeFi and crypto projects easy and accessible to the masses. Shootpad
empowers high growth potential crypto projects with the ability to raise liquidity in a fair manner while also developing
dedicated communities behind them. Shootpad brings the capabilities of traditional venture capital to $SHOOT holders
through its innovative use of the best technologies available in the DeFi space. Shootpad offers a professional and
hassle-free fundraising environment to innovative projects and a safe investment ecosystem with unlimited earning
potential to $SHOOT holders.

$SHOOT is a reﬂection utility token that will act as the launchpad hub for powering all the transactions in the
Shootpad ecosystem.

Shootpad platform will get the best deals from the best projects for $SHOOT holders and launch these high growth
potential projects, empowering them with all the resources required for unprecedented growth.

Investors who stake $SHOOT on the Shootpad platform will earn tokens from IDOs being incubated on the Shootpad
platform. Rewards will be distributed in the proportion of $SHOOT staked in the staking smart contract by an investor.
In essence, investors who stake $SHOOT will get tokens of IDOs incubated on Shootpad without investing a single
penny more. This is a revolutionary idea that will generate unlimited wealth for $SHOOT token holders.

SHOOT IDO Launchpad
Shoot IDO Launchpad will have three distinct products.
1. Shoot Incubator - Shoot Incubator is for disruptive project ideas that are at conceptual stage. Our team will help
the project founders with services such as advisory, marketing/PR, Tokenomics, Audits etc and investment capital to
develop a working MVP and develop a solid community behind the project before launching it.
2. Shoot Accelerator - Shoot Accelerator is for high growth potential startups that have developed an MVP and need
investment capital for accelerating customer acquisition. We will provide the startups selected for the accelerator
programme with the best mentors and other required resources for unprecedented growth.
3. Shoot Self Launcher - Shoot Self Launcher is for projects that only want investment capital from the Shootpad
community. These projects will have to adhere to the conditions set forth by the Shoot IDO Launchpad including
milestone based funding, contribution to Shoot Insurance Treasury and using Shootpad Smart Contract principles for
developing and deploying smart contracts.
Shoot IDO Launchpad will distribute the tokens received from IDO projects that are incubated and accelerated to
investors who stake $SHOOT after deducting the performance fee. Shoot IDO Launchpad will also collaborate with
other launchpad platforms and invest money in disruptive projects being listed on those platforms.
These tokens will also be distributed to investors who stake $SHOOT after deducting the performance fee.
Shoot IDO Launchpad will provide the following beneﬁts to startups that it incubates and accelerates apart from
providing investment capital:
One-of-a-kind networking opportunities.
Personalized guidance from serial founders and investors.
Collaboration and partnerships with innovative startups.

Shootpad Features
Shootpad platform will comprise of the following building blocks:
1. Cardano Native Tokens :
Become one of the early birds within the Cardano ecosystem.

2. Multi-Chain Support :
Decentralized multi-chain fundraising platform empowering Deﬁ, metaverse, NFT and gaming projects
to raise capital regardless of the Blockchain.
3. Project Endorsements
Ability to support your favourite projects and gain rewards.

4. Private/Public sale options
Facilitate various types of fund raising.

5. Staking & Yield Farming
$SHOOT Token Holders can earn passive income by staking their $SHOOT tokens to earn more. Token
holders can stake their tokens to farm more tokens or stake their tokens to be eligible for
exclusive NFT drops.
It works as follows; ShootPad token holders are enabled to endorse any of the new projects that
are live on the IDO launchpad. Meaning that it is a similar solution to staking. The size of the stake
is determined by the amount of ShootPad Token allocated. Rewards are paid out after each investment
transaction that the project receives.

6. Shoot Insurance Treasury
Each project that launches through our platform will contribute to Shoot Insurance Treasury, providing
investors in our community a sense of ﬁnancial protection against potential project failure.
Each project that uses Shoot IDO Launchpad to raise capital will have to buy and lock $SHOOT in the
Insurance Treasury. This will be a percentage of total amount raised by the project in the IDO and will be
decided in consultation with the project teams. Once all milestones deﬁned by project team are met, funds
will be unlocked from the treasury and reimbursed to the project team.

$SHOOT tokens held in Shoot Insurance Treasury will continue to accrue IDO tokens and this will act as
the second layer of protection for $SHOOT investors.

Shoot Insurance Treasury intends to spin-off a multi-chain DeFi insurance aggregator with the main
objective of simplifying the sale/purchase of DeFi insurance to investors. We will partner with decentralized
exchanges (DEXs), wallet providers, yield farms, and other DeFi-centric investment pools to streamline
comparison and purchase of the most suitable DeFi insurance plans as per the investor’s needs.
Shoot Insurance Treasury is the most critical risk management feature of the Shootpad platform to
safeguard $SHOOT investors interests. Our Insurance treasury has been established to protect investors
of projects that fail as a result of team negligence. Market influence and other extraneous forces are not
subject to insurance protection.

DEFLATIONARY TOKENOMICS
We are all witness to the effects inﬂation can have on any currency,not just the USD (United States Dollars), and also
its repercussions on the world’s economy.
We will apply a deﬂationary Token administration to ensure that $SHOOT Tokens keep its Top Value at all Times, hence
we will be applying a burn technique to fees realized from the use of $SHOOT Tokens.
APPLICATION OF DEFLATIONARY TOKENOMICS
There will be a 10% Transaction fee on $SHOOT Tokens Out
of the 10% (Ten Percent)
7% (Seven Percent) will go to Stakers as Reward
3% (Three Percent ) will be burnt eternally

TOKEN INFORMATION
Token Name: SHOOT
Token Type: Cardano Native Token Token Ticker : $SHOOT
Total Supply : 380,000,000 tokens
Token Distribution
Seed Sale - 20% (76,000,000)
Private Sale - 15% (57,000,000)
ISPO - 8 % (30,400,000)
Team - 20% (76,000,000)
Staking / Yield Farming & Governance - 20% (76,000,000) Locked Ecosystem
Reserve - 5% (19,000,000)
Marketing - 5% (19,000,000) Liquidity - 7% (26,600,000)

$SHOOT SALES INFORMATION
Seed sale has Ended.
Private Sale Starts: May 10th, 2022
Private Sale: 1 ADA = 410 $SHOOT Tokens
Private Sale Ends : TBA
ISPO Launch: TBA

$SHOOT TOKEN SALE STAGES
AND ALLOCATION
$SHOOT token Sale Stage and Allocation
Seed Sale 76,000,000
Private-Sale 57,000,000
ISPO Sale 30,400,000

ROADMAP
Q1 2022:
Website Development
WhitePaper Release
Tokenomics Release
Sensitization & Initial Release Campaign
Telegram Communitie Launch
Deploying SHOOT Token On The Cardano Blockchain
Seed Sale

Q2 2022
Private Sale
ISPO-Sale
Token Listing on Exchanges
Coinmarketcap & Coingecko Listing
IDO & Staking Platform MVP Launch
Decentralization of the Launchpad
Cardano Smart Contracts Release

Q3 2022
Project Endorsement Engine Deployment
Security Audit

Q4 2022
Additional Features

Disclaimer
Read this disclaimer very thoroughly and consult with your own legal and financial adviser
before engaging in any activity involving financial risk. Neither shootpad, nor any associated
third-party service provider shall be liable for any kind of damage or loss, including direct
and indirect, that may befall you as a consequence of reading the whitepaper, and other
materials produced by shootpad. Materials produced by Shootpad are not intended to be an
investment advice, solicitation of any kind nor an endorsement. Any decision or actions taken
based on information presented in this whitepaper, the shootpad.io platform or other
associated content is done at the reader’s own discretion and risk. Certain information set
forth in this whitepaper includes forward-looking information regarding the future of the
project, future events, projections, and estimations. This whitepaper is subject to
future adjustments.



